Welcome to the track of Lucy with crystal-clear eyes that is going to lead you along the mountains in the Labin area. From the village of Skitača, behind the castle and the island of Cres, you will arrive at the highest point of the Labin area. Enjoy the view from the top! At the foot of the mountain - Učka. If you are fed up with Labin sensations, ride further through Salakovci, a small peninsula covered in olive-groves and a church of St. Marina closes a quiet bay. As you descend towards the village of Brobinje, you will see a prehistoric hill-fort on the hill of “Trget”. You will be on the slope of a mountain - Učka. If you are fed up with Labin sensations, ride further through Salakovci, a small peninsula covered in olive-groves and a church of St. Marina closes a quiet bay. As you descend towards the village of Brobinje, you will see a prehistoric hill-fort on the hill of “Trget”. You will be on the slope of a mountain - Učka.
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